Year 2 Home Learning Overview – Summer 1
Monday
English

This week we will look
at poetry. In the
middle of your book
write the word
Spring. Around the
word draw pictures
and write all of the
words that make you
think of Spring.

English Grammar
(Use CPG books)

In your books write 5
sentences that end
with a full stop.

Maths
(Use CPG books)

In your CPG book
read pages 50 and 51.
Answer the questions
at the bottom of each
page.

Topic
Science

RE
Art (printing and
investigating

Tuesday
Choose one of your
spring words and write
an acrostic poem about
spring. Here is an
example:
Sun shines brightly.
People are happy.
Rabbits hop about.
I eat yummy Easter
eggs.
New animals are born.
Getting to see friends.
In your book write 3
exclamations. What is
an exclamation? When
would we use it?
Draw a shape picture
using 2D shapes. Label
the shapes that you
have used.

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Write a shape poem
about Spring. Draw a
shape of Spring in your
book and write your
poem inside.

Write a rhyming poem
about Spring. First
choose your rhyming
words and then put
them into sentences.

Choose your favourite
poem and perform it to
someone at home. Ask
them what they liked
about your poem.

In your book write 3
questions that you have
always wanted to find
out the answer to.
Complete the table by
writing the properties
of the 3D shapes.

The sentences have missing punctuation. In your
book re-write the sentence with the correct
punctuation.

Shape hunt- look around Try and make your own
your house and find as
3D shape out of any
many 3D shapes you can. materials you have in
Write the shapes and
your house.
their properties in your
book.
Research some information about the equator. What is it? Where is it? You can write down your facts, make a poster or a video
about what you found out. It is up to you.
Create a life cycle of an animal. You can draw it; make it out of junk modelling or Lego. You can use anything you like to create the
life cycle.
Explore about where the world came from. Ask you parents what they believe and use the internet too.
Using one of the printing methods you looked up have a try at printing. If you don’t have the resources for that how can you use
your pencil in different ways to make patterns?
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patterns)
Computing
(Coding/Debugging)
Pick specific sections
Additional
Activities/suggestion
s

Purple Mash

Can you make up your own song and perform it to members of your family? How could you make your own instrument? You could
even make a music video.

